


OVERALL STYL ING.

*Modern, fresh, dark yet inviting, with pops of color and texture. 



WALLS + FLOORS.

Concord Grape
SW 6559

Majestic Purple 
SW 6545

Purple Passage
SW 6551

Mountain Maple DW 4302 

Site White
SW 7070

* I suggest that we use Purple Passage, as it has some silver undertones, and would also make the space feel less small than the 
other two purple colors. The Site White is like an almost-white Grey color to use, and true white will balance all of the colors. 



ACCENT WALLS.

*For the accent walls with wallpaper, we should go for a bold black and white print, which will make the space a little playful 
and a little posh at the same time. It will break up the purple, wood and grey very nicely, and silver will look amazing with it. 

*Another option is all white TEXTURED wall tiles like in the last photo. They are absolutely stunning in person. 

*I could ALSO do a custom black and white abstract pattern that looks like mouth X-Rays, which is what the third one over 
remotely reminds me of.



FRONT DESK.

Chemetal 
800-807-7341
#504
Grasshopper

WF228 
Sable Glow

Wilsonart
Frosty White 
Mirage
1573MG(2)

*Front desk design with half metal and half wood, and metal offset logo. 



CABINETRY.

WF228 
Sable Glow

Wilsonart
Frosty White 
Mirage
1573MG(2)

*For all of the operatories and the sterilization room, we will keep the wood and 
marble countertops consistent



CEIL INGS + L IGHT ING

Zuo Modern 11” 
Pendants (2) @ 

$109

*$4.99 per tile for the 
Stratford Vinyl Ceiling 
Drop Tile - White

*Reception Room Lighting

Zuo Modern 11” 
Pendants (2) @ 

$110

Zuo Modern 11” 
Pendants (2) @ 

$110

Bream 13” 
Pendants (2) 

@ $325
*Also avail in Grey

Such and Such 
Pendants (2) 10” 

@ 120 Euros



WAIT ING ROOM FURNITURE.

Modern Wingback 
Chairs

Purple and Grey Walls in 
the waiting room, 
Metal Logo on the Purple 
wall when guests enter

Coffee Console
Recommend SILVER painted 
drawers

Black and white pattern rug

OR



BAHAR OFF ICE

Black frames with black and white 
prints of the family  

Grey/Silver Desk

High Back office chair

Silver Mirror File Cabinet

Silver and grey cowhide rug

Purple Desk Lamp
Floral Print Wallpaper on one wall


